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Abstract 

In this thesis various aspects of electrostatic oscillations in the nonneutral electron 

plas1na are described, including diocotron oscillations and electron plasma waves. 

The theoretical dispersion relation for the linear oscillations of diocotron and elec

tron plasn1a waves in a cold spheroidalnonneutral plasma is imperfect to describe actual 

waves in the experimental plasma, because it does not take the boundary condition nor 

temperature effect into account. It is expected that a spheroidal plasma obeys the Dubin 

dispersion when the image charge is unimportant.. On the other hand, when the plasn1a 

becomes longer, the dispersion relation for the cylindrical plasma column is supposed to 

be applicable. However , there is no experiment for diocotron oscillations of a confined 

spheroidal nonneutra.l electron plasma in these intern1ediate states. 

For the reason above, the dispersion relation for the fundamental diocotron oscil

lation of a spheroidal plasrna with a cylindrical boundary was experi1nentally investigated 

in these intennediate states. The obtained dispersion relation approaches the one for the 

cylindrical plasn1a colun1n as the aspect ratio becon1cs larger, while it approaches the Du

bin dispersion relation as the aspect ratio decreases. This emperically obtained dispersion 

relation is useful to characterize a spheroidal plasma in this intermediate state, i.e, it is 

available for the plasma diagnostic without distructive measuren1ent. 



So far the ten1perature dependence of the axisyn11netric electrostatic oscillation 

(the second mode) has been studied up to 0.25 eV for a spheroidal plasma with small 

electron nurnbers and the observed frequency shifts have been explained only through 

-
cmnputcr simulations. A higher density spheroidal nonneutra.l plasn1a composed of n1any 

particles is becorning rnore requisite, because they are necessary for production of anti-

hydrogen. In such a case, the frequency shift rnay becorne larger and a sin1ple n1ethocl to 

estirnate the shift will be favorable. Therefore, it is important to investigate properties of 

such a high density plasma. 

The frequency shifts in the presence of the cylindrical conducting wall were exper-

in1entally observed at room temperature at first. Then, the temperature dependence of the 

electron plasn1a oscillations (the second and third mode) were examined for the terr1pera-

turc up to 1.2 eV in plasn1as of higher densities with larger total particle numbers. It was 

shown that the observed frequency shifts can be estimated from the dispersion relation in 

which the temperature dependence of the dielectric tensor and the frequency shift by the 

wall effect are included. The dispersion relation rnodified in this n1anner makes it easy to 

esti111ate the frequency at a given finite temperature. These results revealed the irnpotance 

of wall effect when a large spheroidal plasma is confined. 

Longitudinal electron plasma oscillations (Langmuir oscillations) in a nonneutra.l 

electron plasma column n1ust obey a dispersion relation which is different from that of an 

unbounded plasma. The present theory states that three wave interaction of Langmuir 

waves is prohibited in unbounded plasma. But, little attention has been paid to large 

an1plitude Langmuir waves in a. confined nonneutral plasma with a finite length. 

Through the experiment described here, it. was found that a large arnplitude Lang-
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muir oscillation excited in the confined plasrna can transit to the ]ower n1odes. \i\fhen the 

amplitude of the excited mode is small, the oscillation is governed by Trivelpiece-Gould 

dispersion relation. However, when the a1nplitude is large, both sidebands and nonlinear 

frequency shifts occure. As a result, three wave interaction becomes possible in the non

neutral plasma colunJn. This is the first observat.ion of the three wave nonlinear interaction 

among Langmuir waves. 

\, 
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Chapter 1 

lntrduction 

A nonneutral plasn1a is a collection of charged particles, which does not have a 

charge neutrality as a whole systetn. One component plasrnas (OCP) is a kind of nonneutral 

plasmas. The words such as nonneutral electron plasma, nonneutral ion plasma, positron 

plasn1a and so on are used to describe OCP. 

Some works on nonneutral plasmas done before 1970s were mainly concerned with 

electron beams in microwave generation devices. The main research on nonneutral plasmas 

arose in 1970s. The theoretical works by R . C. Davidson [1, 2, 3, 4] and the experimental 

works by J. H. Malmberg [5, 6] facilitated the development of research in this field. Many 

funda1nental investigations, such as equilibrium and stability properties [10, 11], diffusion 

properties [12, 13, 14], a collisional relaxation of anisotropic temperature [15], a transition to 

thern1al equilibrium [16], plasina waves [5, 6, 17], diocotron instabilities [18, 19], electron 

cyclotron waves (20, 21, 22, 23], have been performed by many workers. The field has 

extended to ion plasmas (24, 25], positron plasmas (26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] and 

antiproton pla n1a (34]. The nonneutral electron plasma column is also studied as an 
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excellent exan1ple of 2D inviscid fluid [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Nonneutral plasmas are studied 

as strongly coupled plasrnas, too. There are several theoretical works on strongly coupled 

non neural plasrnas [9, 41] and many experimental studies in the laboratories; strongly 

coupled two dimensional electron plasma on the liquid helium [42], strongly coupled ion 

plasmas in the Penning trap [43, 44, 45, 46] and strongly coupled dusty plasrnas. 

The Maln1berg trap has been a powerful tool to investigate fundamental properties 

of the nonneutral plasma column. It is also served as a good container of antirnatter, so are 

the Penning trap and the Paul trap. Although Malmberg trap can confine a large nun1ber 

of particles, its confinement property has problems. The confinement time becomes shorter 

as the confinernent length becomes longer [11]. Furthermore, the confined plasma. is not in 

the ideal rigid rotor equilibrium. These are the fatal defects when we try to confine a large 

nurnber of (antimatter) particles. The Penning trap [4 7] and the Paul trap [48] can be used 

to confine the spheroidal plasn1a. Their confinements are almost ideal unless the particle 

nurnber is large. Therefore, it is desirable to irnprove the confinement apparatus so that 

it can contain a large nun1ber of particles in the rigid rotor equilibrium. The multi-ring 

electrode trap described in this thesis is one of approaches to develop such an apparatus. 

The basic confine1nent properties of the multi-ring electrode trap were extensively 

studied by investiga.ting the effect of the electrostatic potential configura,tion on the con

finement ti1ne. I could obtain the result that the electrostatic potential cjJ ex p2 
- 2z2 gives 

the better confinernent time in the rnulti-ring electrode trap. This is the same electrostabc 

potential with that of the Penning trap. However, the multi-ring electrode trap can confine 

nmch rnore particles than the Penning trap, which is comparable to the Malmberg trap. 

This fact causes another problem. The image charges of the plasrna itself or the boundary 
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cannot be ignored. Thus the potential ¢; rnentioned above is not enough for the rigid rotor 

equilibrium when a lot of particles are confined. 

Here , the boundary and ten1perature effects on the linear dispersion relations of 

the lowest order diocotron oscillation and lower Inodes of electron plas1na waves are inves

tiga.ted. This kind of experirnent has not been done before, since spheroidal plasn1as ha.ve 

been confined by Penning trap with less particles (i.e, the wall effect is unimportant). This 

rneasure1nent is i1nportant because measured frequencies of these oscillatioins cannot be 

explained by the theoretical dispersioin relatioin for the cold spheroidal plasma with an in

finite boundary. The obtained dispersion relation for the lowest order diocotron oscillation 

is useful for the diagnosis of the confined plasma. It was found tha.t the measured frequen

cies of electron plasma waves are explained by considering the frequency shifts caused by 

the wall and ten1perature effect. 

It is interesting to know not only the properties of linear oscillations but also those 

of nonlinear oscillations in the multi ring electrode trap. To understand the behaviour of 

nonlinear oscillations in the nonneutral plasrna will give us a good insight into the confine

Inent of the plasrnas. Although linear Langrnuir waves in the cylindrical plasn1a are well 

known as Trivelpiece-Gould mode, little experiment has been done for nonlinear Langmuir 

waves in a confined cylindrical nonneutral plasn1a so far. Therefore, the experin1ent pre

sented in this thesis is i1nportant in that this is the first report on the nonlinear Lang1nuir 

waves in the confined cylindrical nonneutral plasma. It was found that three wave inter

action between Langmuir waves is possible in the cylindrical plasma, which is prohibited 

against unbounded plasmas. 

The results obtained at University of Toronto were also very interesting showing 
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that the pondero1notive force of lps laser pulse suppresses the expansion of the high ten1-

pcrature plasma which triggers the onset of the radiative thennaJ conduction inside the 

solid Si02 target. Threshold intensities for the onset of the radiative thermal conduction 

were measured for the first time and it was found that it depends on the pulse duration of 

the laser. I an1 sure that my stay in Toronto was quite fruitful experience for me in that I 

could extend my knowledge in physics and Jearn the international research activity. 

The following chapters are constructed as follows. In the next chapter, the theo

retical treatn1ent of nonneutral plasmas are briefly reviewed. The multi-ring electrode trap 

and the basic experimental procedures are described in chapter 3. The linear dispersion 

relations of cliocotron and electron plasma oscillations in the multi-ring electrode trap is 

discussed in chapter 4 and 5, respectively. The novel features of the nonlinear electron 

plas1na oscillations are treated in chapter 6. The chapter 7 sum1narizes this thesis. Every 

result obtained at University of Toronto during my stay as an exchange student is presented 

in appendix A. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory of nonneutral plasmas 

Since there are too 1nany theoretical works on nonneutral plasmas to review, I 

restrict the contents of this chapter to those vvhich are very fundamental and concerned 

with experiments described later. 

2.1 Equilibrium property 

2.1.1 Infinitely long nonneutral plasma column 

As a. fundamental example, the axially symmetric, infinitely long cold nonneutra.l 

electron plasma, which has the radius a and a constant density n inside, is considered in 

the cylindrical coordinate (T, () , z ). Thus all physical quantity has no azimuthal and axial 

dependence in the equilibrium. In this case, the plasma density n(T) and the radial electric 

field E(r) is easily expressed as follows. 

n(r) = ~ n, O:=;T:=;a 

E(r) = ~ m 2 
- 2eWPT' 

0, a:=;r _mw2a 2 

2e P r ' 

(2.1) 
a:=;T 
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y 

conbined centrifugal and 
electric fore es 

X 

Figure 2.1: The radial force balance in the infinitely long non neutral electron plasma col-

urnn. 

Here, wP = J47rne2 jn~, is the electron plasma. frequency. -e and m are the charge and 

1nass of an electron. Shown in Fig. 2.1, the plasma is radially confined by a uniform axial 

magnet ic fie ld B. The radial force balance equation becornes 

mVe(r)
2 

= -eE(r)- ~Vo(r)B 
T C 

(2.2) 

with Ve(r) = wr(1·)r. Here, cisthcspeedoflight, Ve(r) istheequilibriun1azimuthal velocity 

of an electron fluid element and wr(r) is the angular rotation frequency. Substituting 

eq.(2 .1) into eq.(2 .2) gives the angular rotation frequency 

(2.3) 
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1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

0.0 

(I) + 
r 

1.0 

Figure 2.2: The equilibTiu'm Totation frequency wr /f!c vs density n/ nB. The1e aTe highe1 

and lowe1 Totations joT a ce1tain density and there is the Brillouin density limit for a 

cedain B. 

nc = cB frnc is the electron cyclotron frequency. It can be seen from this expresswn 

that wr(r) is independent of radius in the cold nonneutral plasrna column, which n1eans 

that the plasrna rotates as a rigid body. Furthermore, there is a rnaxirnum density nB = 

B 2 j81rmc2 at a given B, which is called Brillouin density limit . Therefore, the infinitely 

long nonneutral electron plasma column has a rigid rotor equilibrium with a higher or lower 

rotation frequency when the plasma density is lower than nB. The equilibrium rotation 

frequency is plotted against density in Fig.2.2 . 
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2.1.2 Spheroidal nonneutral plasma 

It is seen in the previous subsection that the rigid rotor equib bri urn is obtained 

for the infinitely long cold nonneutral electron plas1na with constant density. Although 

a confined nonneutral plasma in the laboratory has a finite axial length, the rigid rotor 

equilibrium can be obtained for the special case. That is the cold spheroidal nonneutral 

plasn1a which has a constant density n confined with the external electrostatic potential 

cftex(p,z) expressed by 

(2.4) 

Tl1 is potential ¢ex (p, z) is created by the Penning trap which has the axia] and radial 

di1nensions L and b, respectively. Let us assume that the spheroidal plasma with axial 

length 2zb a.nd radius rb, which is revolving about the z axis, is confined in the Penning 

trap as shown in Fig.2 .3. The self field potentia] efts (p, z) inside the plasn1a is denoted by 

(2.5) 

with 

1 (1/a) 2 1 + }1- (1/a)2 
T(a) = 1 ~ (l/a) 2 ~ {1 ~ (1/a)2}3/2 log 1 ~ )1 ~ (1/a) 2 

(2.6) 

2(1/a) 2 (1/a) 2 l + }1- (1/a)2 (J(a) =- + log 1- (1/a)2 {1- (1/a)2} 3
/

2 1- }1- (1/a)2 
(2.7) 

for a = zb/rb > 1, i.e., prolate shape. This a is called the aspect ratio of the spheroidal 

plas1na. When c/Je.'f: (p, z) + cps (p, z) does not depend on z, i.e. depends only on p, the 

spheroidal plasn1a has the rigid rotor equilibrium. Here, the constant density is the functioin 

of n an cl denoted by 

2V 
n(a) = 7rc(2L2 + b2 ){3(a) · (2.8) 

Although th function (3( a) is modified, the si1nilar expression holds in the case of a < 1. 
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Figure 2.3: Th e spheroidal nonn e1dral plasma in lhe Penning trap which creates the external 

potential q;f'x . Th e aspect ratio of lh e plasma is a = zb/ rb. 



2.1.3 Thermal equilibrium 

Though the cold plasmas are treated in the previous sections, real pJasn1as have 

their finite ten1perature. The thermal equilibrium of the plasn1a with uniform tc1nperature 

T is considered here. The distribution function of the infinitely long nonncutral electron 

plasma column in the rigid rotor thermal equilibrium is given by 

no { f{ - wrPe} 
J(r, p) = (21r1nknT)3I 2 exp - ksT (2.9) 

where If = (p~ + p~ + p;)/2rn- ec/J(p) is the total energy on individual particle, Pe = 

p(pe - mpDc/2) the canonical angular Inomentum and Pz the axial1nomentum. And rjJ(p) 

is the radial self potential in the equilibriun1. Here, ks is the Boltzmann's constant. An 

equilibriu1n density n(p) is obtained by integrating the distribution function in the 1no-

mentu1n space. 

(2.10) 

It is seen that n 0 is regarded as the density on the axis (p = 0). It is necessary and sufficient 

to satisfy wrflc- w; - w~/2 > 0 for confining the plasma radially (n(p ----+ CXl) = 0). This 

condition is satisfied in the region surrounded by the curves w:, w; and the ordinate in 

Fig.2.2. The equilibrium density n(p) must satisfy the Poisson's equation 

(2.11) 

This nonlinear Poisson's equation is easily solved as shown in Fig.2.4 (49]. When T is not 

so high that Debye length AD = JkBT / 47rne2 is small compared with the plasma size, n(p) 

is ahnost constant inside the plasma. 

The similar discussion can be repeated for the spheroidal nonneutral plasma by 

replacing c/J(p), n(p) and~ :PP:p in above equations with ¢(r, z) = rjJex(r, z)+r}J8 (r, z), n(p, z) 
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1.2 

1.0 

0.8 
Q 

c 
-. 0.6 ..-.. ... .._... 
c::: 

0.4 

j 0.2 

0.0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

radius (mm) 

Figure 2.4: Th e thermal equilibrium density profile of th e infinitely long nonn eutral plasma 

column. Wh en An ~ TbJ n(p) is almost constant inside th e plasma. 
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and ~ :Pp ;P + :
2

2

2 , respectively. In this system, the total electron number, N = fv n(r, z )dv, 

the total canonical angular rnomentu1n, PJot = fv (-C.:: r 2 )n (1·, z )dv and the electrostatic 

c11ergy, E = fv( -~)n(r, z)dv are conserved. 

2.2 Linear diocotron oscillations 

2.2.1 Infinitely long nonneutral plasma column 

The purpose of this subsection is to derive the dispersion relation of diocotron os-

calations in the infinitely long, cold nonneutra.l electron plasma colu1nn [4]. The continuity 

equation 

0 0 
ot n(x, t) + ox · n(x, t)V(x, t) = 0, (2.12) 

the force balance equation 

0 0 0 
n(x, t)( ot + V(x, t) · Bx)P(x, t) + ox · <I>(x, t) 

1 = n(x, t) e(E(x, t) + - V(x, t) x B(x, t) ), 
c 

(2.13) 

a.nd the Poisson's equation 

(2.14) 

are the start point. Here, n(x, t) is a density, V(x, t) a rnean velocity, P(x, t) a mean 

Inon1entu1n, <I>(x, t) a pressure tensor. Since the cold plasma is considered, the pressure 

gradient term is neglected. Also, ¢(x, t), E(x, t) and B(x, t) denote electric potential, 

electric and magnetic field, respectively. It is assumed that these quantities are expressed 

as the sun1 of equilibriurn value and perturbed value as follows. 

n(x, t) = n(p) + 8n(x, t) 
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(2.15) 

¢(x, t) = ¢(p) + 8¢(x, t) 

B(x, t) = Bez + 8B(x, t) 

Furthern1ore, it is asstuned that the perturbation depends on titne as cxp( iwt) and that 

the () and z dependence is Fourier decornposed as 

00 00 

8?/;(p,O,z,t)= L L 8?/;1(p,kz)cxp{i(l0+kzz- wt)}. (2.16) 
l= -oo kz=-oo 

Thus the cqs. (2.12) rv (2.14) can be rewritten as 

(2.1 7) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Substituting eqs. (2 .17) rv (2.20) into the Poisson's equation (2 .21) results in the equation 

(2 .22) 

Here, it is considered that the plasma with uniform density n(O ~ p ~ Pb) is surrounded 

by the cylindrical conducting wall at p = b as shown in Fig .2.5. The following relation is 
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p 

Figure 2.5: The plasma with uniform density n(O :::; p :::; Pb) is surrounded by the conducting 

wall at p = b 

used to derive eq.(2.22). 

a 
-n(p) = -n8(p- Pb) 
8p (2 .23) 

The eigenvalue equation (2.22) can be solved separately in region I (0 :::; p :::; Pb) and I I 

(Pb:::; p:::; b). In each region eq.(2.22) is represented by 

(2 .24) 

Pb ~ P ~b. 

with 

(2.25) 
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As the boundary conditions for 8¢/, it remains finite at p = 0, but vanishes on the wall 

p = b. At the plastna boundary p = Pb, 8¢i should be continuous. Then the solution is 

(2.26) 
Pb ~ P ~b. 

Here, A is a constant, ]1 the Bessel function of the first kind of order l, !1 and I<t are 

the modified Bessel functions of the first and the second kind of order l. Multiplying the 

eigenvalue equation (2.22) by p and integrating across the surface of the plasma column 

from p = Pb- to p = Pb+, we have the equation 

Substitution of eq. (2.26) into eq. (2.27) gives the dispersion relation for the electrostatic 

oscillations in the plasma described in Fig.2.5. 

with 

1 -[1- w; l Tpb J{(Tpb) 
gz (w- kz Vz - lwr )2 - (w;t- - w; )2 lt(T Pb) 

= l ( -nc + 2wr) w; 
(w- kz Vz- lwr) (w- kz Vz- lwr )2- (w;t- - w; )2 

1 lt(kzPb)I<t(kzb)- I<t(kzPb)It(kzb) 
g

1 = kzPb I[(kzPb)I<z(kzb)- I<{(kzPb)It(kzb) 

When diocotron oscillations ( kz = 0) are considered, eq.(2.28) can be simplified. 

z(Pb/b) 21 + 1 
(Pb/b)21 - 1 

-l [1- w; l (w- lwr)2- (w;t-- w;) 2 

=l-------w~;~(_-_n_c_+ __ 2w_r~) ______ _ 
(w- lwr )[(w- lwr )2 - (wf - w; )2] 

15 
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()_~ ----------------------------··-·-----------

0.0 1.0 

Figure 2.6: l = 1, 2 and 3 diocotron frequencies normalized by flc are plotted against density 

with Pb/b = 0.5. 

This dispersion relation can be easily solved for the eigen frequency w which is represented 

by 

(2 .31) 

The high and low frequency solutions correspond to electron cyclotron oscillations and 

diocotron oscillations of mode l, respectively. The diocotron frequencies w /flc for l = 1, 2 

and 3 with Pb/b = 0.5 are plotted against density n/nB in Fig.2.6. When the plasma 

density is low (wp ~ nc), which is satisfied in the experiments described later, a series of 

diocotron frequencies becomes linear function of the density. 

(2.32) 

Here, WD = w~/2flc is referred to diocotron frequency. 

Shown in Fig.2. 7 are the schematic drawings of the diocotron oscillations of the 

nonneutral plasma surrounded by the conducting wall. 
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l = 1 l = 2 

l = 3 l = 4 

Figure 2. 7: Schem.atic drawings of lower modes diocolron oscillations of the nonneutral 

]Jlas1na column surrounded by the conducting wall. 
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2.2.2 Spheroidal nonneutral plasma 

The dispersion relation for electrostatic oscillations in the cold spheroidal nonneu

tral pla.s1na can be also derived [50 , 51]. It is assumed without the loss of genera.lity that 

the perturbed potential 7/J has an a7,in1uthal and titne dependence of exp i( n?,B - wt) iu the 

fra1ne rota,ting with the plas1na. Then 'ljJ satisfies the following Poisson's equation. 

c1 -zc2 0 

\7 · t: · \7 '1/J = 0, with c = 0 (2.33) 

0 0 

Here, El = 1- Wp 2 /(w2
- nv 2 ), (2 = Dvwp 2 /w(w 2

- f2v 2
), (3 = 1-wp 2 /w2 and nv = nc- 2wr. 

Therefore, eq.(2.33) becomes simple Laplace's equation \72 7jJ 0 = 0 outside the plas1na 

whereas inside the plasma it beco1nes {t:1(82 /8x 2 + 82 joy 2
) + c382 /8z2 }'1/Ji = 0. These 

equations seem unseparable since the equations have the cylindrical symmetry and '1/Ji has 

the spheroidal syTnmetry. However, it is separable in the spheroidal coordinates (el, e2, ¢) 

which arc determined by 

y (2.34) 

z = e1e2 

for the outside of the plasma, where d2 = z; - r;, and the definitions of zb and rb are 

the scuue a.s before. To make the operator of eq.(2.33) Laplacian inside the plasma, the 

sph .roicla.l coordinate ((1 ,(2 ,¢) should be used by replacing z--'* z = z(c1 /c3 ) 112
, 6--'* ( 1 , 

~2--'* (2, and d2 --'* ;p = zt(t1 /c3)- r;. Then the solution '1/J, which satisfies tbe condition 

tha.t 'lj. vanishes a.t infinity and remajns finite at the origin is given by 

'1/Jo = AQrr(~1/d)Pzm(~2) expi(mB-wt) 
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B plm ([,I/ cl)l)zm ( (2) expi(mB-wt) (2.35) 

Pt- and Q[ are associated Legendre functions of the first and second kinds. Furthern1ore, 

'ljJ rnust satisfy '1/J i = V'0 I 8 and n · E · \hj} = n · \7 '1/' 0 Is at the plasn1a boundary, which leads 

to the equations below 

(2.36) 

The presence of the nontrivial solution results in the dispersion relation 

(2 .3 7) 

oscillations in the spheroidal nonneutral plasma are expressed with integers (l,rn). The 

rnode ( l, 0) is an axially symmetric electron plasma oscillation which will be treated in the 

next section and chapter 5. 

The 1node (l, l) denotes a diocotron oscillation which corresponds to the mode l 

diocotron oscillation in the cylindrical plasma column. In fact, eq.(2.37) reduces to 

(2.38) 

and eq.(2.35) bC'comes '1/Ji ex: p' exp[i(lO- wt)] for the mode (l, l). As '1/Ji does not depend on 

z, it is easily understood that the mode ( l, l) corresponds to diocotron oscillations of the 

spheroidal plasma. Since eq.(2.37) is the dispersion relation in the frame rotating with the 

plasn1a, the diocotron frequency in the laboratory frame is wzab = Wr - w. 
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2.3 Linear electron plasma oscillations 

2.3.1 Infinitely long nonneutral plasma column 

When the nonneutral plasma coluiml without the cylindrical boundary is con-

sidered, the continuity equation (2.12), the force balance equation (2.13), eq.(2.9) and 

Poisson's equation (2.14) lead to the Bohm-Gross dispersion relation w2 = w~(1 + 3k;).i:J). 

However, this is not suitable to explain the dispersion relation of electron plasn1a waves 

in the plasma surrounded by the cylindrical conducting wall. Although temperature is 

ignored, the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion is 1nore suitable fro1n this point of view. In this 

model it is assumed that the plasma column with constant density n fills the cylindrical 

conducting wall of the radius b. The dispersion relation becomes lt(Tb) = 0, since gz -----* 0 

in eq.(2.28). Introducing Ptm as the m'th zero of J1 and the effective perpendicular wave 

number k1_ = Ptm/b, the dispersion relation can be rewritten as 

k2 w2 
]---:h p 

k2 (w - k v - l w ) 2 - ( n 2 - 2w 2 ) Z Z T C p 
(2.39) 

This equation is easily solved for w with l = 0 and Vz = 0. 

(2.40) 

This is the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation for the cold plasma column filling the 

cylindrical boundary. Unfortunately, the exact dispersion relation for electron plasma 

waves in the nonneutral electron plasma colu1nn, which has the gap between the plasrna 

and the boundary, has not been obtained theoretically. There is not the exact dispersion 

relation for the axially confined plasrna column either. The eigenvalue equation 

(2.41) 
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B-G mode 

1.0 

T-G mode 

0.0 
0.0 5.0 

Figure 2.8: The difference of the dispersion r-elations for electron plasma waves with and 

without the bmLndaTy. 

for axially symn1etric electrostabc waves with boundary condition grves the dispersion 

relation. It was confirmed that linear dispersion relations observed experirncnta1ly agreed 

with nnrnerica.l calculations. Taking into account that the axial extent of the plasma is 

finite, the actual dispersion relation becomes discrete. Bohrn-Gross and Trivelpiece-Gould 

dispersion relations are plotted for the same plasn1a density in Fig.2.8. 

2.3.2 Spheroidal nonneutral plasma 

The axially symmetric (m=O in eq.(2.37)) electron plasma oscillations in a spheroidal 

nonneutral plasma in the limit of the strong magnetic field Wp ~ f1c is represented by the 
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Figure 2.9: w2 has two solutions wi in the dispersion relation. 

djspcrsion relation 

(2.42) 

with c1 ---+ 1. Pt and Qt are the first and the second kind of Legendre function of order l. 

\Vhen l = J , jt reduces w1 = J4e11/n1-(2L 2 + b2 ) with eq. (2.8). This means that l = 1 

electron plasma. oscillation is regarded as the ha.rrnonic oscillation in the q;ex. When l = 2, 

C'q. (2.42) has two solutions w2 ±. These are plotted against a in Fig.2.9. 

2.4 Nonlinear electron plasma oscillations 

As mentioned in the abstract, nonlinear electron plasma. waves are majn}y inves-

tigat. din the neutral plasma. For examples, parametric coupling between electron-plasma 
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and ion-acoustic oscillations [52L excitation of lower hybrid oscillations at upper hybrid 

resonance by microwaves (53], nonlinear decay instability and parametric an1plification of 

cyclotron-harrnonic plasn1a wav<"s [54], spatial collapse of bearn-driven plasrna waves (55], 

sideband instability in a large arnplitude electron plasrna wave [56), nonlinear frequency 

shift of an electron plasma wave [57], etc [58, 59, 60]. However, nonlinear electron pla.srna 

waves in a nonneutral plas1na colurnn also has a.n interesting feature which will be described 

in a later chapter. Here, son1e related theoretical topics are sumrnarizcd briefly. 

The ratio of the energy density vV of electrostatic oscillations to the plasrna. particle 

energy density nkBT is used to classify the nonlinear processes in the plasma [61]. It is 

assun1ed that ljn>..n 3 ~ W/nkBT ~ 1. Furthermore, the critical energy density lif/c is 

introduced. T1Vc corresponds to the wave energy density with which the nonlinear frequency 

broadening is equal to the frequency difference of interacting waves . When TV ~ liflc, the 

nonlinear wave-wave intera.ction results in the decay instability. In this process, interacting 

waves satisfy wk = wk' ± wk" and k = k' ± k". Here, wk is the angular rotation frequency of 

the wave which has the wave nurnber k. Although there are other nonlinear processes such 

as the nonlinear Landau da.n1ping and the rnodulationa.l instability, we focus our attention 

on the decay instability. According to the theoretical treatment for an unbounded neutral 

plasn1a., three wave processes wk -+ wk' + wk" leads to the parallelograrn on w- k plane as 

shown in Fig.2.10. A remarkable feature in this phenomenon is that it has a certain power 

threshold for initial pump waves. By using the darnping rate rk' and rk" of the waves, it 

is shown that the threshold for this process is proportional to 4wk'wk"fk,fk" [62, 63] . The 

process in which a Langrnuir wave decays into two Langmuir waves are forbidden in the 
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Figure 2.10: A typical decay instability in which an electromagnetic wave decays into an 

elect1·on plasm,a wave and an ion acoustic wave. 

unbounded plas1na. Because the energy conservation law 

(2.43) 

is not satisfied, that is, it is i1npossible to construct a parallelogram only with the dispersion 

curve of Lang1nuir waves. In fact, the dispersion relation of Langmuir waves are dominated 

by the boundary condition and the density distribution . In the plasma surrounded by the 

cylindrical boundary, the dispersion of Langmuir waves becomes as shown in Fig.2.8, so 

that equation (2.43) might. be satisfied. 
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Chapter 3 

Multi-ring electrode trap 

In this chapter, the experimental apparatus and the experirnental procedure arc 

described briefly. As n1entioned in the Introduction, the n1ulti-ring electrode trap (MRE 

tra.p) can provide the axially long confincn1cnt geometry which leads to confincrncnt of a 

spheroidal nonneutral electron plasma with large a and volume. Also the fact that the 

!\!fRE trap has n1any electrodes means that the applied potentioal can be controlled easily. 

3.1 Apparatus 

To trap nonneutra.l electron plasmas, the n1ulti-ring electrode trap shown in Fig.3.1 

is used. The uniform a.xial magnetic field B for the radial confinement and tbe electrostatic 

potential ¢ex (r, z) for the axial confinement are supplied. Eleven ring electrodes of 3 em 

inner radius are aligned along the axis with the same pitch of 1.2 em, and tungsten mesh 

e]e trocles are set on each endside of the trap. These ring electrodes (No.2 "' 12) are 

connected through resisters and also used as probes. Outer most mesh electrodes (No.1, 13) 

arc negatively biased to V to fonn the electrostatic potential ¢ex (r, z ) for the trapping. 
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Figure 3.1: Th e multi-ring electrode trap composed of 11 n.ng electrodes and end 

1ncshes. 

Each ring electrode nun1bered by 4, 7 and 10 is azimuthally divided into four sectors 

for observing axially asymn1etric motion of the plasma such as diocotron and cyclotron 

oscillations. These aligned ring electrodes are regarded as a cylindrical wall against plasma 

oscillaUons when axial wave lengths arc larger than the pitch of the ring alignment. A 

cathode of a spiral tungsten wire is set outside the confine1nent region and also a set of 

collectors are installed on the other side to measure the total electron number N and the 

radial profile of axially line-integrated density. At the present experiment described here, 

V = -23 V and B = 280 or 700 G. The vacuum cha1nber is evacuated to 8 x 10- 8 Torr. 

The total axial length available for plasma confinement is 28 ern. The experimental setup 

a.s a. whole is sl1own in Fig.3.2 
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F igu re 3.2: The entire experim etnal system, is shown schenwtically. 
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3.2 Procedure 

The experirnental procedure is as follows. At first, the potential applied to N o.l 

r11esh electrode is slightly raised frotn V = -23 V so that electro11s can flow into the con

finement region. After 9rns injection of electrons, the potential of the electrode is returned 

to V = -23 V and electrons are confined in the confinement region. Trapped electrons are 

cooled through collisions with background neutrals. The plasma temperature bccorncs less 

than 0.1 eV within 300ms after injection. The electron cyclotron heating of about 781 MHz 

or rf heating of rv 14 MHz is used for controlling the plasma ternperature up to 1.5 e V. 

Then at a constant ternperature, the fixed power of RF perturba,tion is applied to excite 

the diocotron wave or axially syrnn1etric Langmuir wave with an appropriate electrode. 

Oscillations of a plasma are detected with other ring electrodes after the excitation signal 

is ceased . The n1ode of the excited oscillation is identified with the phase difference of os

cillatiou signals frorn each ring electrode. Immediately after the oscillation JTieasurement, 

electrodes N o.l3 are grounded and the trapped electrons flow into the collectors, with 

which N and the radial profile are measured. This procedure is shown in Fig.3.3. When a 

plas1na ternperature is measured, a potential of N o.l3 electrode is damped to Vd. Measure

rnent of leaked electron numbers is repeated at various Vd. A high energy tail of integrated 

distribution function is obtained by plotbng electron numbers against Vd. In this way, the 

plasn1a ten1perature is obtained by assuming a Maxwell distribution. An example of da.ta 

is shown in Fig.3.4. Also shown in Fig.3.5 is an example of the measured line integrated 

radial profile. Each point is measured with one of the segmented collectors, which has a 

diarneter of 2rc=3.4nmL Since these profiles are line integrated along z axis, they become 

bell-shaped profiles. In Fig.3.5 the solid circles, open circles and solid triangles correspond 
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Fjgure 3.3: The sequence of the potenlia.l control in the MRE trap. 
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Figure 3.4: Assum,ing lhe Maxwell distribution, lhe lu:gh energy tail of the disl1·ibulion is 

used t.o determine the plasma temperature. 
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Figure 3.5: The 1neasured radial profile of lhe sph eroidal plasma is used to determine a. 
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to (a=] 1, pp=7.5 mn1), (a=9.6, Pr=7.5 1111n) and (a=7.8, pp=6.5 111111) with T rv 0.1 eV. 

Open cliaJnonds correspond to (a=l1, pp=7.5 nun) with T rv 1.5 eV. For the plasrna. in 

Lhis examples, An is cstirnaLed to be less than 0.11 cn1 at T = 0.1 eV and An < 0.33 cn1 

at T = 1.5 eV. Therefore, AD is sn1aller tha.n Pp· Although AD may not sn1all enough at 

high ten1pcrature, it cau be sceu that there is no not iceable change in the profile . Thus, 

the practical way to determine plasma parameters like a, pp and zp is to assurne that a 

plas1na has a constant density n(a) given by eq .(2 .8) . Then the equation 

(3.1) 

is solved to obtain a with the rneasured N and Nc . Here, Nc is the received charge by the 

scgn1ented faraday cup on the axis. Once a is obtained, Pp and zP arc easily derived and it 

is conflrmed that Pr is consistent with the measured radial profile. 
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Chapter 4 

Diocotron oscillations 

The linear diocotron oscillation in the multi-ring electrode trap is discussed in this 

chapter. The theoretjcal dispersion relations of cliocotron oscillations are available only for 

a cylindrical plasrna surrounded by a conducting wall and for a spheroidal plas1na without 

a boundary. It is difficult to obtain a dispersion relation for a spheroidal plasma with 

a cylindrical boundary. However, it is easy to imagine that the dispersion relation for a 

spheroidal plasma with a cylindrical boundary should be approximated by the fomer ones. 

When a plasma has a large a, it can be regarded as a cylindrical plasma and it should be 

approximated by a spheroidal plasma. when it has a small a and its image charge effect is 

negligible. This is easily confirmed by experirnent. Although it is empirical one, we can 

establish a dispersion relation and it can be used as a nondestructive diagnostic of the 

plasn1a under a special condition. 
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4.1 Experiments and Discussion 

A radius of a plasma pp is almost constant for a different a since the cathode and 

the 1na.gnetic fteld are ftxed. This rneans that a of a plasrna is easily controlled by changing 

}/ with a. fixed Pp· .For the experin1ent described in this chapter, no heating is applied to 

exclude ten1pcrature effect as far as possible. The plasma ten1perature in this experii11ent 

is less thau 0.1 eV. Since a density of a plasma is between 2 rv 8 X ] 06cnl-3 ( 1 < 0' < 11) 

in this experin1ent, AD is less than 0.16 em. Exan1ples of measured radial profiles nf(1·) are 

shown in Fig.3.5. Since there is the extra field caused by the image charges induced on the 

wall, the plasma may not be perfectly spheroidal. However, the measured radial profiles 

show approxin1ately the characteristic quad rat1c dependence on 1'. This 1neans tha.t the 

deforn1ation of the plasn1a is not so large as far as a is less than 11, which is the largest 

a iu this experi1nent. When N is increased further to obtain larger a, a plas111a expand 

radially and a becon1cs smaller. This is regarded as an effect of in1age charges. 

Diocotron oscillations of the lowest azirnutha.l 1node, i.e. n1, = 1, were excited by 

applying sn1all electrostatic perturbations for 2 rns to one of four sectors of No.7 electrode, 

where the perturbation frequency was chosen quite close or equal to the natural Jnocle 

frequency fd· After the cease of the excitation, fd was measured from signals on another 

ector of No.7 electrode. Detected signals are shown in Fig.4.1. Figure 4.2 shows plots of 

fa for different a's and their least square fitting curve (/d = 0.19 + 0.66a(4:::; a:::; 12)) 

given by solid line. 

We shall compare the observed frequency fd with the frequencies in the two extreme 

cases. If a spheroidal plasrna is free from boundary, the rnode is expressed as (f = 1, m. = 1) 
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Figure 4.1: The signals of l 1 diocotron oscillations detected at segmented electrodes 
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Figure 4.2: The measured Jd as a function of a . Also shown are the caluculation for the 

spheroidal plasma and the cylindrical plasrna. 
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and its frequency fds = wds/2Jr is detennined fron1 the dispersion relation [50] 

where Q~ is the associated Legendre fun ction and k2 = o:/(o:2
- 1) 112

. 

In the other extrerne case such that the plasrnoid has a considerably large aspect 

ratio and it can be regarded as an inAnitely long cylindrical colun1n with the radius Pr, 

then the m = 1 diocotron frequency denoted by .fdc = Wdc/27r is given by [1] 

(1.2) 

for the case Wp ~ f2c which is satisfied i 11 this experirr1ent. 

The broken line in Fig.4.2 is a curve of fds given by eq.(4.1) with the measured 

values of o: and n(o:) ( eq.(2.8) ). In this experimental condition, .fds is nearly constant 

around 2.6 kHz. Substitution of the experimentally obtained pP and n(a) into eq.(4.2) also 

lea.cls to a forrnal value of Ide: IJc which is a frequency when the column has the radius 

of pP and the density of n( a) . The curve of fJc is shown by the dotted line in Fig.4.2. 

It is clearly seen that fd approaches f "dc as a increases, while, as o: becomes smaller, }d 

parts from fJr and gets close to Ids . Plasrnoids with small o: were forn1ed at srnall N since 

the potential well of the trap was kept the same through the experiJnent. Therefore, the 

results support that the dispersion relation governing the diocotron oscillations is reduced 

to eq.( 4.1) at very sn1all N where the itnage charge effects becomes negligible. 

The dispersion relation for m=l diocotron oscillations may be written in the form 

[25] 

(1.3) 

Here, G( a) is a geon1etrical factor depending on the shape of plasmoid. In the case of a 
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Figure 4.3: Geom,etr£c factors determined by the 1neasurement and by the dispersion rela-

tions for a spheroidal and a cylindrical plasn~a. 

spheroidal plas1na being free fro1n boundary, eq.( 4.1) is rewritten to the fonn eq.( 4.3) using 

( 4.4) 

ancl for an infinitely long column with radius pp located in the boundary wall of inner 

radius b 

( 4 .. 5) 

The theoretical fonn of G( a) for a spheroidal plasma with boundary has not been found yet. 

However~ G( a) can be evaluated numerically by substituting the experirnentalJy obtained 

fd (the least square fitting) and a in cq.(4.3) . Now, let this empirical factor be Gm(a). 

These three factors are drawn as a function of a in Fig.4.3. In this experiment, pP r-..J 

0.64 em for 4 ~ a ~ 12 and then G c ( dotted line ) is constant as 0.95. The solid line 

of Gm( o) approaches the broken line of Gs( o) a.s a ( or N ) decreases and, on the other 
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hand, Gm(a) comes near to the clotted line with increase in a. This behaviour of Gm(o) 

rneans as follows; the dispersion relation of m = 1 n1ode for a spheroidal plasn1a set inside 

a conducting wall is approximately expressed by eq.( 4.2) given for a cylindrical colun1n 

when a is large enough, and the relation becomes close to eq.(4.1) when N is so small 

that the image charge effect is negligible. Using the empirical Gm(a) in eq.(4.3) , we can 

have the dispersion relation in an intermediate sta.te between these extreme cases, but its 

application is not general and limited only to this experimental condition. 

4.2 Summary 

Diocotron m = 1 frequencies of spheroidal nonneutral electron plasn1as, which 

were enclosed with a conducting wall and neither approximated as a cylindrical column nor 

as a spheroidal plasma with free boundary, were measured for a fairly wide range of a using 

the n1tllti-ring electrodes trap. An example of the observed change in geon1etrica.l factor 

with a was also presented to sec a variation of dispersion relation with a. If the relation 

of geometrical factor with a is generally found either theoretically or experimentally, the 

measurement of cliocotron oscillations will offer a 111eans of diagnosis of spheroidal plasmas, 

similarly to nondestructive measure1nents reported so far [17, 44, 45, 33]. 
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Chapter 5 

Electron plasma oscillations 

The wall and temperrature effect on electron plasma oscillations of a spheroidal 

nonneutral electron plasma in the multi-ring electrode trap is discussed in this chapter. 

Although the temperature effect of the l = 2 mode when T < 0.15 eV was measured 

and con1pared with c01nputer simulations , the results showed that the mode frequencies 

extrapolated to T = 0 deviated fron1 those predicted by the Dubin's cold theory. It is 

thought that image charge effect caused these deviations. If image charge effect is included 

in a cold plasma, the temperature dependence of mode frequencies can be estimated by the 

change in the dielectJ·ic constant of the plas1na. The measured mode frequencies of l = 2 

and 3 up toT rv 1.5 eV will be compared with values estimated by this method. 

5.1 Experiments and Discussion 

An example of the measured line integrated radial profile was shown in Fig.3.5. 

As described in section 3.2, eq.(3.1) is used to determine a and it is appropriate in the 

<"Xpf'rin1ental condition. The rf heating was used to control a plasma te1nperaturc. 
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The cold theory predicts that the l = 2 rnocle has two rnode frequenci es w2 ± ( 

w2 + > w 2 - ) and that w2 + is cornparable to De· Ill the experimental condition, De r-v 

1.2 X 10 10 rad/s, W p rv 1.3 X 108 rad/s and Wr rv 8.0 X 105 rad/s. Then, the mode frequency 

in the range Wr ~ w2 << nc is w2- to which eq. (2.42) is applicable. Hereafter only w2 - is 

exan1ined so that the superscript (-) is on1ittcd. This n1ode repeats radial expansion a.nd 

contraction accotnpanied with axial contraction and expansion, keeping a constant density. 

Once parameters N , pP, a are detennined experimentally, the practical w2 is presumed 

to lie near the value estimated by eq.(2.42) . The applied rf perturbation frequency is 

tuned around it watching the amplitude of excited oscillations . After the perturbation, 

the natural l = 2 n1ode is again identified by observing phase relations <UTiong signals from 

different electrodes. The oscillatory signal of l = 2 n1ode from E4 is in phase to that frOJn 

ElO but out of phase to that from E7, which is shown in Fig .5.1. Also signals fron1 the 

four segments of E7 are all in phase because the mode is axisyrnmetric. 

Mode l = 3 has two branches w3 ± with the range of Wr << w3 - ~ W z ~ w3 + ~ fl c . 

This experiment investigates wt mode having no radial node. This rnode can be excited 

by appJying rf perturbation to an electrode. Hereafter the superscript(+) is omitted. In 

this case, two signals from E5 and E9 becon1e out of phase and no oscillation signal can be 

detected by E7 because a node is on the midplane z = 0. The detected signals are shown 

in Fig.5.2. 

A power spectrurn of excited natural modes is shown in Fig.5.3. For demonstration, 

rf perturbations of three frequencies .{1 , f 2 and f 3 (f1 < f 2 < f 3 ) are simultaneously applied 

to different electrodes. Three peaks in Fig.5.3 correspond to the excited modes l = 1, 2 

and ~~' respectively. 
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Figure 5.1: The signals detected by electrodes E4, E7 and EJ 0 of the a.1:ially syrnm,eiric 

clectTostalic modes l = 2. 
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Figure 5.2: The signals detected by electrodes E4, E7 and EJ 0 of the axially symmetric 

elcctTostatic modes l = 3. 
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Figure 5.3: The a.rially sy1n1netric electrostatic m,odes of l = 1, 2and3 are excited sirnulla-

neously. 

5.1.1 Wall effects 

The dispersion relation deduced for a cold spheroidal plasrna does not include the 

effect of the conducting wall which surrounds the plasma. The nonneutral plas1na induces 

irnagc charges on the wall and they generate an additional electric field which acts on 

the plasn1a. Therefore, observed mode frequencies w[bs may deviate from those found by 

cq. (2.12) wfal. In order to clarify such a boundary effect, it is important to dctcnnine the 

a1nount of the variation of observed frequency w[bs with the increase of N by adjusting a 

to be constant. Although the equilibrium condition is slightly modified by the wall effect, 

it is considered that the density remains nearly constant, according to eq.(2.8). Since the 

plas1na C'Xpands and approaches the conducting electrodes as N increases, it is expected 

that the walt effect causes more frequency shifts for a larger N. 
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Figure 5.4: N dependances of the ratio w~bs /w~al are 1neasured for two cases ac rv 5 and 7. 

Figure 5.4 shows experirnental1y obtained N dependances of the ratlo w~bs jw~al for 

bvo cases as a rv 5 and 7, where T rv 0.03 eV a.ncl the applied voltage is V = -23 V. Here, 

a is determined by the observed pararneters N and Nc as mentioned earlier. The ratio 

w~bs / u)~ai becomes larger as N increases, i.e., the frequency shifts upwards with N. Errors 

i11cluded in the rneasur .d values lead to a 0.2% error in w~al, resulting in the error bars in 

Fig.5.4. The obtained results suggest t.hat the boundary eifcct gives rise to a frequency shift. 

This situation will not alter essentially when the plasma is cold, because the fitting curves 

extrapolated to T = 0 in Fig.5.5, which shows another shift due to finite ternperature, do 

not coincide with w~ai. Sirnilar frequency shift in the l = 2 case was observed and compared 

with particle simulation results [17]. The present experiment reconfirms this phenornenon 

and clarifies results by increasing only the total charge N at constant a. 

As t.he exact dispersion relation, including the wall effect, has not yet been de-
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tennined t hcoreLically, the obsen ·cd frequency shift at T :::;: 0.03 e V 1s deuot cd by bv..Jra/1 

through 

obs _ W eal + cwwa ll 
w2 - 2 u 2 · (5.1) 

The plasn1a boundary iu this experi1ncnt is diffusive due to collisions with residual gases. 

The change in the n1ode frequency caused by such a diffusive boundary is also i1Jcludecl 

in the terrr1 8w. The frequency shift which is additionally caused by raising the plas1na 

ternpera.ture will be considered with the tenn w~al. 

5.1.2 Temperature effects 

When the temperature of a spheroidal plasma beco1nes finite, its peripheral bound-

ary is no longer sharp in density and becon1es blunt even in the collisionless case. [49, 64] 

Also, its dielectric tensor itself becon1es to depend on temperature. 

Figure 5.5 shows observed temperature dependances of the 1node frequencies of 

l = 2 a.nd 3 at three different a's for T > 0.15 eV and Pp rv 0.7 em. The teiT1perature is 

increased by applying the rf heating and a is the value for the case without the heating. 

Filled circles are llleasured at a rv 7.9, N rv 0.39 X 108 electrons, open triangles at a rv 

9.6, N rv 1.0 X 108 electrons a.nd filled squares at a rv 11.1' N rv 1.5 X 108 electrons. The 

angular frequencies w~bs and w3bs increase with T, becoming higher for sinal1cr a at a same 

T > 0.2 eV. Si1nila.r Le1nperature dependence in the case of l = 2 has been observed [17] and 

its approxin1ate estimation 'va.s given by n1a.king use of one component con1pressive fiuid 

model in the limit of high rna.gnetic field. [17, 46] Here, a different method for estirnating 

n1odc frequencies will be attempted and the cstin1ated frequency shifts will be compared 

with the obt.a.i11ed results. 
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Figure 5.6: The nodes of oscillations inside and outside of the spheroidal non neutral plasma 

for l = 2 and 3. 
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The observed rnodes w2 and w 3 are axisy1nrnctric and they have no node of o -

cillabons in the radial direction. Figure 5.6 shows the uodes of these rnodes inside and 

outside of the plasrna. The nodal surfaces are not planes but the axial wave length rna.y be 

approxirnated as Azt rv 4 zP/ ( l - l) inside the plasma and also in the neighbouring vacuun1 

region. Therefore, the corresponding wave nun1ber is kzt rv 1r(l - 1) /2zp. The bluntness 

of the plasrna boundary due to finite ternperature has been analysed and/or nu1ncrically 

exan1ined (11-9, 61] and the results showed that it is a few tirnes the Debye length. Since the 

largest Debye le11gth .Ao in the experimental conditions is 0.33 cn1 at T = 1.5 eV, the depth 

of the bluntness is much shorter than the axial wave lengths of low order rnodes such as 

l = 2 and 3. The change in the uet axial wave length Azz is less than 9% at temperatures 

up to 1.5 e V. In this experin1ent, therefore, Ao ~ Zp and Azt (l = 2, 3) is not substan-

tia.lly changed by finite ternperature. The te1nperature dependence of kz is ignored in the 

following discussions. 

When the plasma tentperature is finite, the ternperature dependence of the tensor 

clc1ncnt r3 in eq.(2A2) should be considered through 

(5.2) 

where "'R is Boltzmann constant, k11=kz and k1_ is the wave number perpendicular to the 

rna.gnetic field. In this experiment, the term of (k.l/D) 2 can be neglected to (kz/w) 2 b cause 

w2 ~ D2
. Therefore, we have 

( 5.3) 

Th te1nperature dependence of c1 is also negligible compared with that of E3 . This is 

because tl1e coeffici nt of the te1nperature dependent term becomes O(rt;;- 4
). Since kz rv 
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constant, all components E3 and t: 1 are nearly constant inside the plasn1a.. The analytical 

connection of the plas1na. region to the vacuum regiou beco1nes possible as in the research 

done by Dubin [50). Thus, the dispersion relation of eq.(2.42) using t:3 of eq.(5 .3) ,,vill 

provide rough temperature dependence of n1ode frequencies, and the mode frequencies w'fst. 

are expressed by adding the frequency shift due to the wall effects as 

est ( T k ) + f: wall w1 = Wt n, a, , z uw1 . ( 5.4) 

The values of 8w[uall can be deten11ined to be the difference between wfbs at T = 

0.03 c V and wfa1
• They are dependent on the plasn1a para1neters as noted in the figure 

caption of Fig.5.4. Making use of these 8w[all values, we can plot curves of wfst. on Pig.5.5. 

Although the 1neasured quantities JV and Nc include errors, these errors negligibly affect 

the calculated values of w{st. Even if errors in T for wf68 are taken into account, each 

curve is in substantial agreement with the corresponding observed plots. This 1neans that 

the change of a with constant pp is clearly detected in the n1ultiring electrode trap. Here, 

cleforrnation of the plasma shape fro1n a spheroid which may be caused by the wall effects 

have not been taken into account because they are thought to be s1na.ll in actuality, and 

the spatial density distribution has been assumed unifonn although it is diffusive due to 

collisions with the residual gases. However , the agreen1ent of w[st with the observed mode 

frequencies suggest that the temperature dependence of a spheroiclal plasma is mainly due 

to changes of the dielectric tensor and the other factors have little influence. Therefore, it 

is possible to use cq.(2.42) -vvith eq.(5.3) and eq.(5.1) to esti1nate mode frequencies at 

]ower te1nperature as long as An << Zp and Azt· 
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5.2 Summary 

Electrostatic oscillations of spheroidal nonneutral electron plasrnas in the undtiring 

electrode's trap were invest.igatC'cl experirncntaJ]y, and it was clcnwnstrated i bat this trap 

is valid tool to studies of such an oscillation because the trap can confine a plasn1a with a 

large axial length and pick up the signals of n1any n1odes. By increasing N with a constant 

a, the observed upper shift of l = 2 mode frequency with N at roon1 ternperature proved 

to be prirnarily clue to the wall effects. 

Ternperature effects on the changes 111 rnode frequencies of l = 2 and 3 were 

observed ill the range 0.03 < T < 1.5 e V for fairly large a up to 11. The frequencies 

increased with T and the slopes becarne greater as a decreased in both cases of l = 2 

and 3. It was possible to estin1ate this increase in the rnode frequency with T by using 

the dispersion relation rnodified frorn Dubin's forn1ula, where the dielectric constant was 

replaced with the general dielectric constant. including finite ten1pera.ture. Application of 

this rnethod will be lirnited to low temperature cases so that the Debye length is sufficiently 

sl1orter than the size of the plasma and the dielectric tensor is approxirnatcly constant inside 

the plasrnn,. 

The wall effects on oscillations are characterized by the geornetrical shape of the 

trap, so it is necessary to elucidate the effects for each type of a trap. In addition, it should 

be pointed out that the presence of the wall provides a harmful influence on the equilibrium 

in conjunction with plasn1a. confinement. The n1ultiring electrodes trap has the potential to 

cancel the influence on the equilibrium by irnposing an appropriate potential distribution 

ou the elect roclcs. 
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Chapter 6 

Decay instability of Langmuir waves 

In this chapter, the behaviour of nonlinear electron plas1na oscillations (Lang1nuir 

waves) in a confined non neutral electron plas1na colun1n is discussed. As n1cntioned in 

section 2.4, the presence of a boundary totally changes the dispersion relation of Langn1uir 

waves. It causes novel nonlinear phenmnena which are not predicted by the theory of 

unbounded neutral plas1nas. 

6.1 Experiments and Discussions 

6.1.1 Linear oscillations 

The measured linear dispersion relation of Langmuir waves in a confined nonneutral 

electron plas1na with a cylindrical boundary is shown in Fig.6.1. In this case, the plasrna 

density n rv 6.9 X 10 6cn~ -3 (N rv 4 X 108
) and the plasma temperature T rv 0.2 eV give 

the Debye length AD rv 0.13cm and the electron plasma frequency Wp rv 148 rad/sec (23.5 

MIIz). As 1nentioned in the section 2.4 , the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation is suitable 
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Figure 6.1: The linear dispe1~sion relation of the axially symmetric electr·on plasma waves 

in the axially confined nonneut.ral electron plasma column. 
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for the present plasn1a [65]. It is seen that the oscillation frequ<>ncy w is proportioua.l to 

k when k is small as a rough approxi1nation. The solid line i u Fig.6.1 is cakula ted fro1u 

the Trivelpicce-Gould dispersion relation with the effective plasrna. density n eff "-' 5.0 x 

106 cnz -J. The deviation fron1 the n1easurcrnent is rnainly due to the dcusi ty gradient iu the 

radial direction. Observed Langmuir waves arc standing waves and resonance frcque11cies 

becorne discrcat.e in the long wave length region because the plasrna is axially finite [5, 21, 

66]. The electrostatic potential of these standing waves has antinodes at the ends of the 

plasma and the wave nmnber kf' of rnode e is approximately given by kc = 1rf/ L where L 

is tile axial length of the plasn1a [67]. Here, the approxin1ate plasma length of L "-' 24 cn1 

is used. This ]ength is estimated by qFr:(r, z) and the potential at which confined electrons 

begin to flow out from the confinerncnt region. 

The rnode of oscillations can be identified by measuring the phase differences of 

detected signals . In the case of the rnode f = 1, oscillations measured at No.2 "-' 6 have the 

same phase and those at No.8 "-' 12 have the antiphase. This means that the mode f = 1 

has the only node at the center (No.7) electrode. In general, odd nu1nber modes have a 

node at the center electrode and they are neither excited nor detected with it. On the other 

hand, even nurnber n1odes have an antinode at the center. In the case off = 2, signals at 

No.2 "-' 4 and 10 "-' 12 have the same phase and those at ]\l o.5 "-' 9 have antiphase. Thus 

it is seen that the 1node e = 2 has two nodes. In general, the Langrnuir wave of rnode f 

has e nodes inside the plasma.. 

6.1.2 Nonlinear decay instability 

It is seen from observations of linear oscillations that to excite a even Jnode oscilla-
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Figure 6.2: The iim.e sequence of FFT power speclntrns of the signals, when a large arnpli-

iude Langm,uir wave L 1 whose initial power is beyond the threshold is excited. 
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tion with the center electrode is the easiest way to excite a single large an1plitude Langnlltir 

wave. A typical behavior of a large amphtude Langmuir wave whose initial power is beyond 

the threshold is shown in Fig.6.2 and 6.3. Hereafter, the Lang1nuir wave of n1odc C is rep

rescntf'd by Lt. In these figures , the large amplitude ( -23.6 dBn1 detected at the ekct.roclc 

No.4) L4 is excited with the center electrode by applying the RF perturbation of 9.5 Mllz 

during 4p,s ec. The plasn1a para1neLers arc the sa1ne as those in Fig.6.1. Shown in Fig.6.2 

are the tin1e sequence of FFT power spectrurns of the signals detected at the electrode 

J.lo.4. In Fig.G.3, the power of the main three peaks (f = 1,3,4) in Fig.6.2 arc plotted as 

functions of ti1ne. It can be seen fron1 these figures that only the excited L 4 doiTina.tcs the 

oscillation of the plasma and it decays exponentially until 70p,sec. Then L 1 and L3 begin 

to grow exponentially from the noise level (~ -50 dBm) to the level of initially excited wave 

(-35 dBn1) until 90p,sec. On the other hand, L1 changes the dcca.y rate suddenly at 90J-Lsec 

and heavily decays frorn -30 dBm to -4 7 dBn1 until lOOttscc. As a. result, L 4 decays and L1 

and L 3 are created through this process. This is thought to be the decay instability among 

Lang1nuir waves, because no other oscillations such as diocotron oscillations and electron 

cyclotron oscillatlons can be observed during this process and there is no ions which lead 

to low frequency ion sound waves. 

The decay process described above occurs only when the power of the excited L1 

exceeds a certain level. When the initially excited Langn1uir wave is below the threshold, 

it just decays away exponentially and no other wave is excited. This is because the mode 

frequencies of f 1 = 2.6 MIIz, .f3 = 7.1 MHz and f 4 = 9.5 Mllz do not satisfy the condition 

w4 = w3 + w 1• In the case of figure 6.2, the excited large amplitude Langmuir wave makes 
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sicleba nds of .fes ± = f e ± 0 .S MIIz to grow and t.bc>sf' sidf'bands satisfy 

and ( 6.1) 

In fad., a1nplitudc oscillation of Lang1nuir waves which causes sideband instabiJity and 

rnakrs electron t.en1perature higher is son1etimes detected by a ring electrode (57, 59). 

The arnplitude oscillation detected at. No.7 electrode in this exa1nple is sho\vn in Fig.6.1. 

The frequency of this an1plitude oscillation is about 0.5 MHz. Therefore, the sideband 

instability associated with the large an1plitude La.ng1nuir wave is funda1nenta.l to these 

decay processes. One re1narkable feature in this case is that the excited large amplitude L4 

which is above the threshold can not decay into other waves i1nmediately unless they satisfy 

the energy conservation relation. Therefore, it can be said that it takes several tens flS for 

sidebands to grow. In this exan1ple, small peaks of e = 2 and 5 (.f2 rv 4.8 l\;fHz and .f5 rv 11.6 

MIIz) can be seen during decay processes (75p.s and 95f1.S ). It suggests that the processes 

w4 = 2w2 and 2w4 = w3 + w5 occur at the san1e tin1e. It is also seen that there is a peak 

at 19 MIIz which is the second harmonic of /4. Unfortunately it was difficult to exclude 

this ha.rn1onic entirely when a large amplitude f 4 was excited. It is possible to imagine 

a process like 2w4 = w3 + w5 contribute the process. However, the power of the second 

harn1ouic is not large enough to have a significant effect on the process. In addition to the 

energy conservation relation, the decay process rnust satisfy the momentum conservation 

ke = ke + ke'· In the case of Fig.6.2, k4 rv k3 + k1 (k4 rv 0.52, k3 rv 0.39, k1 rv 0.13) is 

sat.isflf'd. This i1npJies that this process is ba.sicalJy a. three wave process, i.e. L 1 decays 

into L3 and L 1 . Theoretically, 5 \va.ve interaction is a higher order process compared with 

3 or 1 wave interaction [61 ). Thus, it can be ignored. 

The process shown in Fig.6.2 js an exa1nplc and does not mean that L1 always 
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decays into L 1 and L 3 . vVha.t kind of processes occur in a. plasn1a depends on pararnetcrs 

such as a plasrna density, initial a.n1plitude and so on. If the plas1na. density is lovver than 

that in Fig.6.2, it is observed that L1 decays into L 2 and L 1 . When the initial amplitude is 

larger than that of Fig.6.2, it is obsc>rvecl that £ 4 decays into n1any other rnocles L1 rv Ls 

(mainly into Lr). Furthennore, L4 is not the only mode which causes these decay processes. 

Another exarnple of decay process is shown in Fig.6.5 and 6.6. In this case, large a.rnplitude 

L6 is excited at first. lt is seen that L6 decays exponentially while L4 and L8 grows 

exponentially until 50p.sec. Since, f 4 = 9.3 M Hz, f 6 = 12.8 M Ii z, 18 = 16.3 M Ii z and 

k4 rv 0.52, k6 rv 0. 78, ks rv 1.04, this process satisfies 

and (6.2) 

This is the four wave process. Although clear sidebands are not observed, their frequencies 

are shifted frorn linear ones. Therefore, nonlinear frequency shifts are responsible for this 

process. Then a few sidebands such as wt = 7.6 1\1 II z, wt = 11.0 ± 0.3 1\1 II z, w8 = 

15.8 1\1 Hz appears and L 5 begins to grow abruptly. With these sidebands, the following 

interactions become possible. w6 + ws- = w3 + w4 + w 5 +, k6 + ks rv k3 + k4 + ks and 

w6 + Ws = w3 + 2w5 -, k6 + k8 rv k3 + 2k5 . These nonlinear interactions cease at 65f.1,sec and 

all excited Langmuir waves begin to decay. However, these are higher order interactions 

and not likely to occur. It is difficult to figure out these processes with the three wave 

or four wave interaction. The similar process is also observed when the larger amplitude 

L1 is excited . The fact is that sidebands make the frequency differences of neighbouring 

n1odes almost equal and wave energy is transferred to lower modes. Since every oscillation 

rnodes are standing waves in this nonneutral electron plasma column, they have virtually 

zero n1ornentun1 and total rnornentum is conserved in these processes. A weak turbulent 
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Figure 6.6: It can be seen thai the excited L6 decays into L4 and L8 at ji1~st. Then L 5 zs 

excited abruptly. 

state might be produced by the inibal large amplitude Langn1uir wave. If the dispersioin 

relation is regarded as continuous (at large £) and the excitation period is optirnized, the 

Kohnogorov spectnun mght be obtained at large k. Since the present apparatus is not 

suitable for the n1easurement of short wave length, this problem is treated in the future. 

As already mentioned, these decay processes have thresholds for the power of the 

initially excited wave. It is found that the threshold depends on the plasn1a te1nperature. 

Shown in Fig.6.7 is the case in which L4 is initia.lly excited. The abscissa is Tin eV and 

the ordinate is the power of the initially excited Langrnuir wave. Open circles mean that 

an initially excited L 4 does not decay into other waves and filled circles mean that L 4 

decays into other waves. The obtained results show that the threshold becomes lower as 

the plasina temperature beco1ncs higher. The temperature dependence of the threshoJd 
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fits the exponential function exp( -aT) with a: rv 4 rC'presented by the dotted line. \"'hen 

T becomes higher, we and f'e becon1e larger. Thus the obtained result is contrary to the 

theory that. threshold is proportional to 4wk'wk"fk,l\u. His thought that the proportional 

coefficient in this systern depends on ternperaturc or that the broadening of frequency spec

tra due to ternpera.ture causes this ternperature dependence. However, the clear evidence 

for such a. spectrun1 broadening was not found in the present observation. 

6.2 Summary 

The three wave and four wave decay instability of Langmuir waves were experi

Inenta.lly observed in nonueutral electron plasrnas on the condition that the plasn1a had a. 

finite axial extent with a. cylindrical boundary. One rernarkable feature is that the three 

wave process of La.ngrnuir waves is possible in the plasma, which is forbidden in the i.m

bounded neutral plasma.. This is mainly due to the difference of dispersion relations. The 

energy conservation relabon for a decay insta.bili ty was satisfied by the presence of side

bands or nonlinear frequency shifts of rnode frequencies. The absence of ion sound waves 

n1a.kes the rncasureruent of the processes clear; a. Langrnuir wave can not decay into an ion 

souud wave and a. Langtnuir wave. It was also observed that the threshold power of the 

ptunp wave for the instability decreased exponentially as the plasn1a temperature became 

higher. Similar results should also be observed in a positron plasma and an ion nonneutral 

plas111a. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

The n1ain topic of this Doctor thesis arc the linear and nonbuear electrostatic 

oscillatious in the nonncntra.l electron plasrna confined in the multi-ring electrodes (MRE) 

trap. 

The dispersion relation for the fundarnental diocotron oscillation of the spheroidal 

nonncutral electron plas111a in the MRE trap was deterrnined experi1nentally. The dis

persion relation approaches asymptotically to the Dubin dispersion relation as the total 

electron uurr1ber N or the total charge decreases (with small a), while it approches to 

the dispersion relation deduced for an infinitely long cylindri cal plasn1a colun1n when N 

beco1nes larger (with large a). Therefore, the intermediate relation between the dispersion 

relation for the cylindrica.l plasma colun1n and the Dubin dispersion relabon was revealed 

out by the experiment. The empirical ly obtained dispersioin relation in this experiment 

can be used for the diagnosis of the plasn1a under the special condition. This is quite useful 

for antirnatter plasn1as in which destructive rnca.surcrnent is not favorable. 

The wall and temperature effects on the electron plasma oscillations of the spheroidal 
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nonueutral electron plas1na in the rviRE trap wen"' also studied. ThC' frC'qlwncy shifts causC'd 

by the wall effect were observed for the plastnas cOJnposC'd of 107 
1"'-.J 108 electrons at. roon1 

tenlpC'rat.ure. The t.en1pcra.ture effect on n1ode frequencies was also 1neasurecl up to 1.2 eV 

for both l = 2 and 3 modes. On the other hand, these frequencies are estin1atcd by in

cluding the lowest order ten1perat.ure effect of the pla.srna dielectric tensor iu the dispersion 

relation and adding the frequency shifts nlC'asured at room t.etnperature. The calculated 

results fit well with n1easured frequencies. This 1neans that this sin1ple caJculationaJ proce

dure is useful for evaluating the frequency shifts as far as Debye length is sn1all compared 

with a plasma scale. These experiments n1ade it clear that the conducting wall surrounding 

a spheroidal nonneutral plasn1a affects the characteristics of electrostatic oscillations when 

the total particle nlnnber is large. 

The experiment with nonlinear Langn1uir waves in the cylindrical nonneutral pla.sn1a 

was performed. It was found for the first time that a large amplitude Langn1uir wave in a 

nonneutral electron pJasn1a column decays into other modes of Langmuir waves when its 

an1pJit.ude exceeds a threshold. This nonlinear intera.ct.io11 is caused by forrnation of side

bands and noHlinear frequency shifts. There is a threshold for this nonliucar process and 

it bec01ncs lower as the plastna temperature beco1nes higher. IIovlever, this t.en1perature 

dC'pcndetlce is contrary to the theory for decay instabilities. Although three wave process 

among La.ngn1uir waves is prohibited in the uubounded neutral plasma, this experiment 

proved that three wave interaction exists in the cylindrical nonneutral plasma of a finite 

length. 

It should be noted here that the obtained results in this thesis have generality, i.e, 

they are applicable to every nonneutral plas111a such as ion nonneutral plasmas, positron 
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plasrnas, and so on. When a spheroidal nonneutral plasma wbiclt has a large ntunbcr of 

parti clcs is con fined in a trap, the wall dfcc1 and ten1 per a Lure effect should be considC'red 

to evaluate a frequency of it.s electrostabc oscillations. \,Yhcn a nonlinear Langnn1ir wave 

is excited in a cylinch·ical or a spheroidal nonneutra.l pla.s1na, it decays into other rnodcs of 

Lang1nuir waves. This transition should be paid attention when we use the nondestructive 

rneasurernent with electrostatic frequencies. 

The Nobel prize for Wolfgang Paul and Ha11s G. Dehn1elL in 1989 represents the 

Penning trap and Paul trap are the powerful tools for trapping fundan1ental charged par

ticles in a vacuurn. The long confinement time of the trap rnakes the precise spectroscopy 

of U1e trapped particles possible. Also the connne1nent of antiparticles ( e+, p) became pos

sible, that. led to the measurement of CPT inva.ria.nce with the higher precision. However, 

to n1ake it progress further, i.e, to 1nake a large number of i5 -lie, f5- p and anti-hydrogen 

particles for spectroscopy, it is desirable to confine rnuch more e+ and p at higber density 

so that they have larger cross sections. More efforts should be made to produce higher 

density nonneutral plasn1as. Strongly coupled ion plasmas and dusty plasmas are studied 

with bnds of Penning traps, too. Since these traps arc such useful tools, it is important to 

understa.ud their properties rnuch more. Further study in this field will open the way to the 

novel research with a large nun1ber of lovi' energy antiparticles . I hope the works reported 

in this thesis can contribute in so1ne degree to realize some features of these traps. 



Appendix A 

The etch rate acceleration by the 

ponderomotive force with the high 

intensity short pulse laser 

All the results described in this chapter were obtained during rny stay m the 

Departn1ent of Physics , University of Toronto as an exchange student. 

The recent development of lasers with chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique 

has extended its field of research drastically [68]. The high intensity ultrafast laser pulse 

created with CPA syste1n has been widely used to study laser-plasma interactions for 

coherent X-ray generation, higher harmonic generation, inertial confinement fusion, etc 

(69]. How vcr , the maxinmm intensity available with present laser systems is lin1ited by the 

danutge threshold of transparent materials. Since fused silica (Si02 ) is i1nportant optical 

components, its damage threshold has been studied [70, 71, 72]. Also, the controlled 

etching of 1naterials like Si and Si02 has been an important issues for it has potential 
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applications for industries. Nevertheless, the etch rat.(' of Si0 2 arc in\·cstigatcd only with 

low fiuences near the daruage threshold until now. Since how aJJ ult.rafast. laser pulse 

creates a plasrna inside a Tnaterial, how the laser produced plasrna evolves, and how tbe 

la ser pulse interact with the plastna are all important to be understood, the iouization 

process of Si02 interacting with ultrafast laser pulses was studied by sorne researchers. The 

velocity of t.be ionization wave was explained by standard electron thern1al conduction at 

low intensity(~ 10 15 l!fl/cn~2 ) [73, 74] and by radiative thern1a.l conduction at high intensity 

(r-.J 1017W/crn2
) [75]. It is inferred that there is a transition of heat transport rncchauisms 

in the range of the laser intensity between 1014 to 1017 f;f/jcm 2
. These situations n1otiva.tcd 

us to investigate the etch rate of Si02 with a high intensity short pulse laser. 

A.l The experimental setup 

The CPA laser systen1 used in this experiment [76] has a feedbackcontrolled ac

tive/ passive modelocked Nd:g]a.ss oscillator which can produce high-contrast picosecond 

pulses of n1icrojoule energy at 1.051J11TI vvave length. These pulses are temporally stretched 

to 300 ps with a diffraction grating dispersive line. A selected pulse is optically amplified 

and finally recornpressed by a grating pair compressor which is complementary to the 

st.retchE'r. Changing the distance between the cotnpressor gratings, various pulse durations 

(1.2 r-.J 32 ps) can be obtained with the n1aximu1n energy r-.J 800 mJ. A 300 ps pulse is also 

etva.ilable by bypassing these compressor gratings. In the experiment described here, the 

energy of the laser ranges frorn 0.02 r-.J 400 n1J. The energy of the final ontpu t laser pulse 

is n1easured with a photo diode which \iVas calibrated with an energy meter (morectron) in 

advance. In thE' la.st stage, the amplified pulse with 25mm diameter is focused wjth the lens 
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Figure A.l: The schematic dTawing of the CPA laseT system,. 

( f = 17 cn1) attached to the vacuum chamber. The 1na.xi1nun1 energy corresponds to the 

1naximun1 intensity of about 1017W/crn 2 with the focal spot size of about 300 fLm 2 in the 

case of 1.2 ps pulse. The focused spot sizes of the laser for each pulse duration were jmagcd 

aud calibrated with a xlO microscope objective and a. CCD carnera. The polarization of 

the final output can be easily changed between s- and p-polarization by placing a l/2 plate. 

The schen1a.tic drawing of the syste1n is shown in Fig. A.l. 

8i02 targets ( l x 1 inch) with thickness f'J 200 fLID (Corning 9695) were used in 

a scrjes of experiments. The target is shot in the vacuum of f'J 1 x 10- 2 torr with an 

incident angle of f'J 15° or f'J 35° a.nd 111oved for each shot so that a focused ]a.ser pulse can 
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interact with a clean surface of a target. Since the flucncc of the laser in this t>xperin1cut 

arc basically above the dan1agc threshold of Si0 2 for each pulse dnra.tiou, a depth of an 

etched hole can be 1neasurcd with the stylus pro-filer ( tencor alpha-step 200) whose vertical 

resolution is about 10 nm in our case. 

The spectn1111 of the specular]y reflected laser light at the incident angle of 35° is 

also n1easured with the spectron1eter (American Holograpbic) whose resolution is 0.1nnl in 

wave length. For this 111easure1nent, a pair of lenses (f = 14 on) are set up to collect the 

reflected light effectively and to make it focus on the slit of the spectron1eter. 

A.2 Experiments and Discussions 

As rnentioned early in this chapter, the velocity of the ionization wave in S ·i02 

could be well explained by standard electron thern1al conduction at low intensity regime 

< 5 x 10 14 W/ crn2
• This was experimentally con-Armed with the ptunp-probe scheme. It 

was also found that the velocity of the ionization wave is consistent with radiative thermal 

conduction at a high intensity of 1017 HI/cm2
. In this case, the pump-probe scherne in a 

slightly different way was used for the experiment. Thus, there should be a transition from 

electron thennal transport to radiative thermal transport as the intensity of short pulse 

increases from 10 14 to 1017 l-V/crn2
. 

Although n1easuring the depths of the etched holes gives only indirect inforrnation 

of the position and velocity of the ionization front, the obtained results for 1 ps pulse shows 

the abrupt increase in the etch rate at high intensity. In Fig.A.2(a), solid circles mean the 

etched holes were 1nade by 1ps pulse without the dye cell pulse cleaner and open circles 

rnean the clean 1 ps pulse were used. Although the clean pulse tends to have smaller etch 
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ll igurc A.2: The etch rate of Si02 at various fluences for a lps laser pulse. (b) The wave 

length shift of the speculaTly reflected laser light. 
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rate, it also shows the acceleration of the etch ratf' con1parable to tllc dirty pulse. Ew·n 

if the prepulse or pedestal of the 1 ps pulse rnay enhance the acceleration of the etch rate, 

they are not the main reasons for the accelerated etching. The result shown in Fig.A.2( a) 

is explained using one din1ensiona.l ther_ma.l conduction inside a material, which is gov rncd 

by the following equation 

(A.l) 

thennal conduction [77). Here, Z is the charge of the ion ancllnA is the Coulomb logarithm. 

Ill this case, the position of the ionization front is given by 

SH - ( 8 )2/9 F5/9t2f9 
X - 3 1/2 ( z 1) 4 7 /2z A abs . 

1Tl.e + e ne n 
(A.2) 

Fabs is the absorbed laser fiuence. It is clear that the etch rates at low fluence < 1015 Hi jcm.2 

are proportional to f'..J ( F - 2) 519
. Therefore, it reproduces the fact that the electron 

thennal conduction is the heat transport 1nechanisrn at a low intensity. However, the etch 

rate increases suddenly at 1015 TtV/cm2 and deviates frorn the fitting curve. At this higher 

intensity, radiative thermal conductivity "-rad = 16(}7~3 )..R/3 can be used for estimating the 

position of the heat front with eq .(A .l), which is expressed by 

(A.3) 

Here, (} is the Stefa.n-Boltzman constant. The etch rates can be fitted by the function 

The measured Doppler shift of the specularly reflected laser light clearly suggests 

that the pondcron1otive force [78] causes the accelerated etching as shown in Fig.A.2 (b). 

When the intensity is less than f'..J l0 15 Hi jc1n- 2 and the pressure of the plasma expansion 
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dominates tl1at of the laser electric field, the wave length of the reflected light shows the 

blue shift. The shift of the wave length becomes larger as the intensity bcc01nes higher. 

This 1neans the critical density surface moves out fron1 the target and the velocity of the 

surface i11creases as the intensity increases. The expansion velocity v is easily esti1nated by 

the sin1ple relation ~)./). = - 2( v / c )cosO with the incident angle 0. When the inLensi ty is 

larger than r-v 10 15 W/ cm-2
, the ponderomotive force don1inates the plasrna pressure and 

the shift beco1nes s1naller as the intensity increases. This is clearly seen in Fig.A.2 (b). 

It 1nea.ns that the expansion of the critical surface is suppressed by the pondero1noti ve 

force and the high temperature plasn1a stays longer on the surface of the target during the 

pulse duration providing the heat which is necessary for the onset of the radiative thermal 

conduction. A si1nilar accelerated etching is observed for various pulse duration (:3, 9, 30ps) 

with different threshold intensities. 

However, a distinctive result is obtained for 300ps pulse as shown in Fig.A.3 (a.) 

and (h). Although the etch rate shows a slight increase at 5 x 1013 W/ crn- 2 with the red shift 

of the reflected laser light, the etch rate basically follows the electron thermal conduction 

for the entire range of the intensity. At low intensity, the cold ten1perature ( r-v a few tens 

electron volts) of the plasma eli1ninate the red shift caused by the Brillouin scattering [79] 

(The Brillouin scattering here means the process in which the incident laser light decays 

into the ion acoustic wave and the reflected light. \i\Then the plasma temperature is low, 

the low frequency of the ion acoustic wave leads to the small frequency shift of the reflected 

light). This explains the fact that there is no clear shift of the wave length at low intensity. 

At. high intensity, the critical surface is pushed into the target by the ponderomotive force, 

which makes the plasn1a Lf'mperature higher, and the Brilloujll scattering dominates the 
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interaction between the laser pulse and the expanding plasn1a [80], which results in the red 

shift of the reflected light. The fact that the etch rate at high intensity for 300 ps obeys 

electron thermal conduction law may be explained as follows. The scale length and density 

profile of the freely expanding plasrna are given by Ls = c8 l and n = n0 exp( -xI C8 i) [69] 

respectively with C8 = J Z ka Tel M the ion sound velocity and no the density at the distance 

x = 0. Since 300 ps pulse has 300 titnes longer leading edge compared with 1 ps pulse, the 

preforn1ed underdense plasma. has 300 times longer scale length if the plasma te1nperature 

is the sa.n1e for both 300 and 1 ps pulse. Although assuming the same ten1perature is 

inadequate, it is plausible to assurne 10 rv 30 tin1es longer Ls for 300 ps pulse. There is 

a huge difference in the amount of underdense plas1nas which absorb the energy of the 

inco1ning laser when the peak of the laser pulse co1ne into the target surface. Thus, the 

n1uch longer scale length of the plasma. prevents the effective heat deposition into the target 

and the onset of the radiative thermal conduction. 

The condition that the ponderon1otive force equals to the thennal energy of the 

elE.ctrons is given by [78] 

(A.1) 

with V 08 = cE lrnw. Thus, the electron ten1perature at the onset of the radiative thermal 

conduction can be estimated for each pulse duration as shown in Fig.A.4. Unfortunately 

no measurement was done to confirm the electron plasma temperature. However, obtained 

values are proper ones for this type of plasma. The empirical fitting Ith( x 1014 WI cm2
) rv 

43TP-L44 (ps) is obtained for the threshold intensity of the accelerated etching from Fig. A A. 
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Figure A.3: Th e etch rate of Si02 al various .fluenccs for 300ps laser pulse. (b) Th e wav 
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Fignre A.4: The thn:-shold intensity for the accelerated etching depends on the laser pulse 

dura/.ion. The plasma te1nperatu1'e at the th7'cshold is infeT'red by sim,plc csti1nation. 

A.3 Summary 

The interaction of a.n ultrafast high intensity laser with a. solid surface of fused 

silica ( Si02 ) was investigated. Measuring depth of holes etched by a laser pulse which 

has a. broad range of intensity (1013 
rv 3 x 1016 W/crn2

), a transition of thennal conduction 

n1echanisms were clearly observed. For lps pulse, the etch rate follows the power law rv F519 

i11 the low intensity range:::; 10 15 Hf/crn 2
, which is characteristic to the electron thenna.J 

conduction. However, the deviation from the power law with much higher etch rates 

indicates that the radiative thermal conduction dorninates in the high intensity range 2:: 

1015 Hl / c1n2
. The sirnila.r acceleration of the etching was confirmed for other pulse duration 

(3, 9, 30ps). 13y 1neasuring the spectnu11 of the reflected laser hght, it was found that the 

ponderon1obve force plays an in1portant role for the etch rate acceleration. In the case of 
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300ps pulse, however, this effect is suppressed by the longer sca.le length of the pla.s1na.. 

The etch ra.te is ba.sica.lly detennined by the electron thcrn1a.l conduction. 
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